TEACHING A DISCIPLE TO SHARE
SPIRITUAL MULTIPLICATION
DISCLAIMER
The following pages contain a blueprint for teaching others how to share the vision and mission of
Spiritual Multiplication. It isn’t a script to be read or something to be shown to the person you are
inviting.
•

This is primarily for teaching others to share Spiritual Multiplication in a consistent, repeatable,
and transferable way.

•

You shouldn’t invite someone into something you yourself haven’t done, aren’t willing to do,
or aren’t passionate about. If this isn’t the case, do not share. If it is the case, present this with
your experiences and passion.

•

In each section, we share principles for communicating this information to others. More than
anything, follow the principles and make this invitation your own by personalizing it and praying
through it.

•

Continue to share this blueprint with your disciple, until they have demonstrated the ability to
communicate it. This document is information: Make sure your disciple’s mind is formed by
this information and that they are transformed by this way of living.

This blueprint forms disciples to share the vision of Spiritual Multiplication by breaking it down into
message, mission, model, and method. Once a disciple’s heart is convicted of Spiritual Multiplication,
they should be able to share these principles through personal testimony, in any order, and at any
time, adjusting to meet the needs of their disciple. This vision of Spiritual Multiplication should
be shared when you ask someone into discipleship, throughout your time discipling them, and in
preparation for them to ask another into discipleship. We need to commit this to memory and be
able to communicate it with ease and boldness, just like the gospel presentation, our testimony, the
“Main Thing,” etc. We need to be able to communicate this vision in such a way that our disciples can
easily teach their disciples how to teach others.

TEACHING A DISCIPLE TO SHARE
SPIRITUAL MULTIPLICATION
Share the Message
Spiritual Multiplication should be shared in the context of the gospel, God’s never ending love and pursuit of man.
Using Scripture, a discipler should share the message and how it has personally changed them. A disciple should
come to a deeper realization that the gospel message is personal and effective in their own life.
Principles:
•
•
•

Using a Scripture verse that is speaking to you, share how the gospel of Jesus’ life, death, and resurrection has
affected you and changed the way you live your life.
Talk about how you are sinful and broken, but how Jesus has transformed you.
Point to the fact that everyone is offered this life-saving love and mercy of Jesus.

Through conversations and questions disciplers should lead disciples to:
•
•
•

A realization and recognition of their need for God’s mercy and the abundant life He is calling them to live.
Connect their personal prayer to the message of the gospel.
Contemplate how Jesus’ life, death, and resurrection has changed and affected their life.

Share the Mission
It’s important that all disciples are convicted of Jesus’ mission and that they see they have a very important role to
play in that mission.
Matthew 28:19-20 – “Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and
of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I have commanded you. And lo, I am with you to
the end of the age.”
Principles:
•
•
•

Share the Great Commission.
Show that all baptized Christians are called to participate in the mission of the Church.
Entrust the mission to each disciple you share it with.

Through conversations and questions, disciplers should lead disciples to:
•
•
•

A realization that every response has eternal consequences.
An understanding of the cost of discipleship.
A willingness to give up their life so future generations can know the love and mercy of Jesus.

Share the Model: Vision of Spiritual Multiplication
Every disciple should be convicted of and able to share the model of Spiritual Multiplication, which is able to reach
the world for Christ.
Principles:
•

Spiritual Multiplication is Jesus’ model – the method modeled by the Master – and has the ability to reach the
world for Christ in one generation.

•

Jesus invested in a few men in order to teach them to teach others to do the same. This allows for every person
to be known, loved, and cared for.

•

Every disciple has the time and ability to live out this model. Super-evangelist comparison: By year 25, Spiritual
Multiplication surpasses the Super-evangelist, and by year 33, Spiritual Multiplication reaches 8 billion disciples.
Not everyone has the gift to be a Super-evangelist.

•

Draw Spiritual Multiplication out. Visualization is key! 1-3-9, 1-2-4, etc. It is possible to have more, but every
person needs to reach at least 2 people in order to be fruitful.

Year
1
5
10
15
20
21

Super-evangelization
1,000,000
5,000,000
10,000,000
15,000,000
20,000,000
21,000,000

Spiritual Multipler
3
243
59,049
14,348,907
3,486,784,401
10 billion

Through conversations and questions disciplers should lead disciples to:
•
•
•

An understanding of why Spiritual Mulitiplication is so effective.
An understanding of why this is the way Jesus chose to evangelize.
Voice what needs to change in their life to be able to live out Spiritual Muliplication.

Share the Method: How to Spiritually Multiply
Disciples must be able to communicate the method of “Win, Build, Send,” by which we imitate Jesus who invested in
a few and commissioned them to do the same.
Principles:
•

Win: Building authentic friendships that foster an encounter with Jesus Christ , drawing people into a covenantal
relationship with God.
o

•

Build: Forming people with the heart, minds, and habits of joyful, disciplined followers of Jesus Christ.
o

•

1 Thessalonians 2:8 – “So, being affectionately desirous of you, we were ready to share with you not only the
gospel of God but also our own selves, because you had become very dear to us.”
2 Timothy 2:2 – “And what you have heard from me in the presence of many witnesses entrust to faithful
men, who will be able to teach others also.”

Send: Inviting people to imitate Jesus and to be spirit-filled evangelists by going on to Win, Build, and Send
others.
o

Matthew 28: 19-20 – “Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I have commanded you and
lo, I am with you always to the end of the age.”

•

After sharing the initial “how,” remind them of the ways you have been winning, building, and sending them.

•

Make it clear that discipleship means walking with each other, each step of the way, being dependent on the
Holy Spirit for fruitfulness.

Conversation and questions should lead to:
•

The realization of what it would take for them to live the mission of Spiritual Multiplication for the rest of their
life.

•

An understanding of how their life would change if they accepted this mission and vision of Spiritual Multiplication.
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